Central Connecticut (2-3-4) -vs- Yale (6-2)
9/22/2019 at New Haven, Conn. (Reese Stadium)

Scoring Summary

Time | Team | Goal Scorer | Assist | Description
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
7:47 | YALE | Laureano, Chloe | Higginson, Noelle, Grillo, Mia | Shot blocked by 6, deflects to 21, who s
59:09 | YALE | Higginson, Noelle | Winkler, Ellery | 11 centers in to box, 6 left foot shot f
70:36 | YALE | Winkler, Ellery | Grillo, Mia | Shot deflected to 3, back to 11 in goal

Cautions and Ejections: There were no penalties in this game.
Play By Play

00:00 MURPHY, Caitlin at goalie for Central Connecticut.
00:00 Fagel, Alyssa at goalie for Yale.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
00:50 Shot by YALE Winkler, Ellery HIGH.
-- Foul on Yale.
05:04 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [05:04].
05:06 Shot by YALE Chavarin, Aerial, SAVE MURPHY, Caitlin.
05:34 Shot by YALE Higginson, Noelle WIDE.
07:40 Shot by YALE Higginson, Noelle BLOCKED.
07:47 GOAL by YALE Laureano, Chloe (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Higginson, Noelle and Grillo, Mia, goal number 2 for season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MURPHY, Caitlin</td>
<td>Central Connecticut</td>
<td>at goalie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagel, Alyssa</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>at goalie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler, Ellery</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chavarin, Aerial</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>SAVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higginson, Noelle</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>WIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laureano, Chloe</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>GOAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Central Connecticut 0, Yale 1

15:50 Shot by CCSU INZERILLO, Giavanna BLOCKED.
16:24 Corner kick by CCSU BARDES, Erica [16:24].
17:25 Shot by YALE Laureano, Chloe, SAVE MURPHY, Caitlin.
-- Foul on Yale.
23:10 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [23:10].
23:17 Header Shot by YALE Grillo, Mia WIDE.
23:23 CCSU substitution: INZERILLO, Giavanna for HOGAN, Emily.
23:23 CCSU substitution: FIORI, Olivia for McGLYNN, Zoe.
24:22 YALE substitution: Jordan, Sarah for Grillo, Mia.
-- Foul on Yale.
25:50 YALE substitution: Pittaro, Giana for McCraven, Alexandra.
25:50 YALE substitution: Yin, Emily for Higginson, Noelle.
28:32 Shot by CCSU COVELLO, Jenna Rae BLOCKED.
31:09 YALE substitution: Brar, Saje for Shaw, Lydia.
31:09 YALE substitution: Lobben, Kiki for Chavarin, Aerial.
31:09 CCSU substitution: DORMAN, Sydnie for COVELLO, Jenna Rae.
31:09 CCSU substitution: ARINI, Rosa for COLLIMORE, Jamie.
-- Foul on Yale.
32:49 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [32:49].
35:32 CCSU substitution: ALTERISIO, Shauny for WILLIAMS, Brianna.
35:32 CCSU substitution: ROLFE, Kacey for McLAUGHLIN, Roma.
35:30 Shot by CCSU WILLIAMS, Brianna WIDE.
-- Foul on Yale.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
40:40 Shot by CCSU BARDES, Erica HIGH.
42:28 Shot by YALE Yin, Emily WIDE.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].

For YALE: #33 Chavarin, Aerial, #11 Winkler, Ellery, #20 Enriquez, Kristen, #13 McCraven, Alexandra, #6 Higginson, Noelle, #1 Fagel, Alyssa, #15 Shaw, Lydia, #18 Yin, Emily, #22 Bonta, Reina, #21 Laureano, Chloe, #5 Clorite, Emily.

For CCSU: #6 McLAUGHLIN, Roma, #3 ALTERISIO, Shauny, #20 BARDES, Erica, #27 ARINI, Rosa, #25 MURPHY, Caitlin, #17 LAWLER, Delaney, #8 McGLYNN, Zoe, #11 HOGAN, Emily, #13 WILLIAMS, Brianna, #22 COVELLO, Jenna Rae, #5 O’ROURKE, Allyson.

45:09 Shot by CCSU COVELLO, Jenna Rae, SAVE Fagel, Alyssa.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
55:05 Shot by YALE Laureano, Chloe WIDE.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
59:09 GOAL by YALE Higginson, Noelle, Assist by Winkler, Ellery, goal number 3 for season.

Central Connecticut 0, Yale 2

*11 centers in to box, 6 left foot shot from top of box

60:08 Offside against Yale.
-- Foul on Yale.
-- Foul on Yale.
62:13 YALE substitution: Grillo, Mia for Yin, Emily.
62:33 Shot by CCSU BARDES, Erica WIDE.
-- Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe.
65:31 YALE substitution: Jordan, Sarah for Higginson, Noelle.
65:47 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [65:47].
65:58 Header Shot by YALE Enriquez, Kristen WIDE.
68:39 CCSU substitution: COLLIMORE, Jamie for ARINI, Rosa.
68:39 CCSU substitution: WRIGHT, Ashley for COVELLO, Jenna Rae.
68:39 CCSU substitution: INZERILLO, Giavanna for McGLYNN, Zoe.
68:39 CCSU substitution: FIORI, Olivia for WILLIAMS, Brianna.
68:39 YALE substitution: Dionicio, Giovanna for Clorite, Emily.
-- Foul on Yale.
70:36 GOAL by YALE Winkler, Ellery, Assist by Grillo, Mia, goal number 5 for season.

Central Connecticut 0, Yale 3

72:20 Offside against Yale.
74:19 CCSU substitution: DORMAN, Sydnie for O’ROURKE, Allyson.
74:19 YALE substitution: Lobben, Kiki for Enriquez, Kristen.
76:39 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [76:39].
76:52 YALE substitution: Pittaro, Giana for McCraven, Alexandra.
78:35 YALE substitution: Brar, Saje for Winkler, Ellery.
-- Foul on Yale.
79:51 CCSU substitution: DORNFRIED, Kelsey for COLLIMORE, Jamie.
79:51 YALE substitution: Higginson, Noelle for Chavarin, Aerial.
82:11 CCSU substitution: SMITH, Taylor for BARDES, Erica.
83:05 Corner kick by YALE Laureano, Chloe [83:05].
83:24 Header Shot by YALE Grillo, Mia WIDE.
-- Foul on Yale.
-- Foul on Central Connecticut.
-- Foul on Yale.
90:00 End of period [90:00].